Fencing and
Landscaping
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Good for you
and good for
the environment

Taylor Maxwell have been selling timber since 1959 and operate from
4 offices across the UK. We work in partnership with a select number
of fencing and landscape focused sawmills throughout the UK and
Europe and we deliver quality products with a high level of service at
competitive prices.
Taylor Maxwell Timber Ltd holds PEFC and FSC® certification and is fully
EUTR compliant. We are also members of the Timber Trade Federation
(TTF) and are a responsible purchaser.
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Fencing and
Landscaping
Products
Our product range has evolved rapidly to

Our fence post offering covers a huge

satisfy the fencing and landscaping industry

variety of sawn, machined, morticed and

and now accommodates an increasingly

pointed products in red and white wood.

large customer base nationally. Whilst the

Our decking stock incorporates an

majority of supply is delivered directly from

anti-slip and composite range and our

our sawmills based in the UK and Ireland,

sleepers and feather edge productions are

we’ve also created a stock range that can

renowned for their exceptional quality.

be mixed with other construction timbers

Many of these products are available

from strategic port locations.

with PEFC or FSC certification.

Throughout the supply chain, our emphasis
has always been to offer a consistently
high-quality service and product offering.
This creates the loyal relationship that
our customers rely upon throughout each
fencing season.
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FENCING

Post and Rail
Fencing
Produced to order in the UK and Ireland,
quality spruce and pine post and rail,
available in a full range of sizes and treatments.
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FENCING

Close Board
Fencing
A full range of high quality, feather edge
boards, arris and cant rails and notched
posts, are available from our select group of
UK and Ireland based sawmills. Delivered in
mixed full loads, treated or untreated.
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PANELS

Panel
Components
For the UK panel manufacturer, we supply
FSC certified spruce, single and double waney
slats, square sawn slats and fence panel
battens in both 16mm and 18mm.
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SLEEPERS

Softwood
Sleepers
Produced from Pine or Spruce and supplied
in full loads, green or brown pressure treated.
Standard sizes are:
100 x 200 x 2400mm
120 x 240 x 2600mm
125 x 250 x 2600mm
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SLEEPERS

Oak Sleepers
Produced from French Oak and offered in full
or half loads direct, or single packs from stock.
Standard sizes are:
100 x 200 x 2400/2600mm
130 x 220 x 1800/2600mm
150 x 250 x 2600mm
Other sizes are available on request. We
can also supply Romanian Turkey Oak and
Canadian Red Oak sleepers if required.
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SLEEPERS

Reclaimed
Sleepers
Available in softwood and hardwood grade
A/B in full loads. Standard sizes are:
150 x 250 x 2600mm
150 x 250 x 2750mm
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Combining FSC® 100% certified hardwood timber
with recycled plastic, our Composite Prime® decking
and fencing products offer the traditional look and feel
of timber, with the attractive benefits the inclusion
of plastic has to offer. For a longer-lasting, low
maintenance alternative to timber look no further.
All of our composite decking and fencing products
contain a combination of FSC® 100% timber from
well managed sources along with recycled plastic.
This means our composite decking and fencing are
not only high in composite technology, they are also
environmentally friendly and sustainable.

Did you know?
To create our decking, the equivalent of 9,520,000 milk bottles
were saved from landfill over the last six months alone
The equivalent of 121,500,000 plastic bottle caps were recycled
over the last six months alone
The equivalent of 3,000 bottle caps are recycled
per square metre of decking
The equivalent of 280 plastic milk bottles are recycled
per square metre of decking.
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HD Deck® XS composite decking utilises wood plastic
composite technology for a superior deck that’s a low
maintenance and durable alternative to traditional
timber decking.
Made of FSC® 100% hardwood flour and recycled
plastic along with UV light absorbers and antioxidants, to produce a high-quality decking, which
offers a great alternative to traditional treated timber.

Walnut

Silver

Lava

HD Deck® Dual decking boards have an unrivalled
likeness to timber which really sets it apart from
other composite decking available. The natural wood
grain not only looks great, but also offers maximum
performance against stains and fading.

Walnut

Oak

Antique

Carbon
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DECKING

Anti-slip
Decking

We work closely with a partner

The timber can additionally be

company who apply the anti-slip finish

preservative treated in accordance with

to our standard decking stock, providing

BS8417:2011 use class 3 and 4, giving it

a perfect match with our regular

an expected service life of 15 years for

decking profile. For a quick delivery, we

timber pine decking.

offer a standard colour anti-slip finish
and profile. Other sizes and colours are
available for your requirements.
This product can be supplied in

For added piece of mind, our
preservative treatment process is one
of the first in the UK to be awarded the

single pack quantities.

coveted ‘benchmark’ approval under

Fully tested and approved

quality assurance scheme.

Taylor Maxwell’s anti-slip has been

Durable and effective formula

Tested in accordance with BS7976:2002,
officially recognised as being highly
anti-slip* in both dry and wet conditions
with a typical minimum PTV of 71

the Wood Protection Associations

The Taylor Maxwell anti-slip process
utilises a specially formulated and
highly durable combination of resin

when wet.

and aggregate.

The manufacturing process is

On application, the resin and aggregate

independently QA audited and is
compliant with ISO 9001:2008.

mix becomes an integral part of the
timber product, providing a highly
effective anti-slip property to both wet
and dry decking whilst fully retaining the
natural characteristics of the timber.

*PTV’s of 30 or above are categorised as anti-slip
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DECKING

Decking
We always hold large stocks of treated
Swedish and Latvian kiln dried redwood
decking in Rochester, Hull and Inverness ports.
Standard sizes are:
32 x 150mm
32 x 125mm
38 x 125mm
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GATE KITS

Gate Kits
We offer a standard 8-piece ledge and
brace gate kit frame with capping (900 x
1795mm) and we can also manufacture to
your specification. Produced from high quality,
sustainable Swedish softwood, the kit is fully
CNC machined to a strict tolerance and ready
for assembly and treatment. The minimum
order quantity is 600 gate kits.
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POSTS

Machine
Rounds and
Cundy Peeled
Produced from pine and spruce, machine
round and Cundy peeled posts are available
in a comprehensive range of diameters
and lengths. Along with splits and rails, all
can be kiln dried for HC specified use and
pressure treated.
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Visit taylormaxwell.co.uk to
view more information about
our products and to check our
live stocklists. To get in touch
with our team, email
enquiries@tmtimber.co.uk
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Taylor Maxwell Timber Head Office
Taylor Maxwell House
The Promenade
Clifton, Bristol
BS8 3NW
Tel
Fax
Email
Web

—
—
—
—

+44 (0) 117 974 1382
+44 (0) 117 974 1402
enquiries@tmtimber.co.uk
taylormaxwell.co.uk

Taylor Maxwell Timber Horsham
Suite 3, Springfield House
Springfield Road
Horsham
RH12 2RG

Taylor Maxwell Timber Stirling
Stirling Business Centre
Wellgreen Place
Stirling
FK8 2DZ

Tel
— +44 (0) 1403 255 255
Fax
— +44 (0) 1403 210 214
Email — enquiries@tmtimber.co.uk

Tel
— +44 (0) 1786 464 040
Fax
— +44 (0) 1786 470 065
Email — enquiries@tmtimber.co.uk

Taylor Maxwell Timber Leeds

Taylor Maxwell Global

Unit 1, Bramley Grange
Skeltons Lane
Leeds
LS14 3DW
Tel
Fax

— +44 (0) 113 274 4655
— +44 (0) 113 275 1453

Email — enquiries@tmtimber.co.uk
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Taylor Maxwell House
The Promenade
Clifton, Bristol
BS8 3NW

Tel
— +44 (0) 117 974 3980
Fax
— +44 (0) 117 974 1402
Email — enquiries@tmtimber.co.uk

